
1.....A heat engine receives 1200J energy from 600 Kemitter
and releases 600J into 300K heat receiver.
a. What is a reversible process? 1
b. What is the first law of thermodynamics? 2
c. What is the efficiency of the engine? 3
d. Is the engine reversible or non-reversible? Explain. 4
2.a A capacitor with parallel plates has the area of each plate
1.65 m2. The distance between the plates is 2cm and it is filled
with aii.: The voltage difference is 60 V(to = 8.854 X 10-12
~.2d -1 -2)'\.,:. . .m .
a. What is capacitance? 1
b. What is charge quantization? 2
c. What is the capacitance of the capacitor? 3
d. If there is an item of 2.5 dielectric constant in the space

between the plates, what will the stored energy be?
Calculate your answer. 4

[Read the following stems and answer any five oj theJollowing questions.]
Full marks: SOTime: 2Hrs 35 min
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How will the magnetic flux change from a wire equal to
the circumference of the diagram and a wire of the radius
of the diagram? 4

magnets.
c. Find the current flow if the coil has 62 torsions.
d.

geographical
2
3

1a. What is self induction?
b. Describe the angle between normal and

1
2
3

the circuit to have
4

1112 V
a. What is a meter bridge?
b. What is voltage loss?
c. Find the electric current at point 'A'.
d. Removing which resistor will allow

maximum current? Explain.
4. "'This is a coil with a radius of 15 ern,

3....
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The position of the object is shown
a. What is focus distance? 1
b. What does "the power of a lens is -3.5 D" mean? 2
c. Find the focus distance from the figure. 3
d. If the lens is placed in air and water, how will the image

change? 4
6..Karim discussed various subjects of relativity with Rahim.
Karim said that an astronaut went with 2.62 x 108ms-1velocity
when he was 40 years old to another planet. The length of the
rocket on Earth was 75 m.
a What is relative time? I
b. Why is Plank's theorem necessary for photoelectric effect?2
c. What is the length of the rocket in space? 3
d. If he returns after 45 of Earth's years, what will his age be?4

'----+-10
Q ~50em

f.l& = 1.5
14 = 1.33
r = 30 em
'2 = 60 em

p

5.1'l
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90

IR(~A)

a What is a transistor? 1
b. In N type semiconductor, why is the amount of electrons

higher? 2
c. Find the diode resistance from the graph. 3
d. For a longer duration of electric flow, the electric flow of

the section of MN flow is safer than the Be flow-Explain.4

Forward hilL~

N

40

h<mA)

7. "'The corrosion constant of tritium is 5.54 x 10-2y-l.
a. What is fission? 1
b. Explain why radiation occurs. 2
c. How much time is needed for the tritium to decay 64%1 3
d. The average life of tritium is greater than itshalf-life-

Explain the statement. 4
8.D This is a graph of a diode:
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9. The peak value of an AC circuit is
20V. Its square root average is-
® 14.0V ® 14.14V
@ 14.24 V ® 14.44 V

10. Snell's law explains
i. Reflection
ii, Refraction
iii.Polarization
Which is correct?
® i and ii ® ii and iii
@ i and iii @ i, ii and iii

Answer questions 11-12 using the stem:
The minimum deviation of a prism is 40°.
Its prism angle is 50°,
11. The refraction angle at the first

surface is-
®20° ® 25°
@ 30° @ 400

12. The incident angle at second
surface is-
® 10°
@20°

@ 4 times@Double

Answer questions 7-8:
7. The magnetic intensity at 0 is-

®& ®&2,. ,.

@t @ J1v

8. If the radius is cut in half, the
intensity will be how many times of
the original intensity-
® One fourth ® Half

o

r=2 m

@ ii and iii @ i, ii and iii
3. The density of a plate of a parallel

capacitor is 8.854 X 10-11 cm-2, Its
dielectric constant is 5, so electric
mtensity is-
® 0.02 a.c' ® 0.2 d.C!
@ 0.5 a.c' @ 1.0 d.C!

4. r:.1 How is the direction of an
electric field determined?
® Dot charge
® Experimental charge
@ Closed charge
@ Released charge

R=4U
"IV'Nv

L,;='Q ,J
E= 1.5 V

Answer questions 5-6:
5. The electric flow is-

® O.IOA ® 0.15 A
@ 0.30 A @ 1.5 A

6. r:.1 The ratio of lost voltage and
found voltage is-
® 1 :2 ® 1:4
@ 1 :6 @ 1 :8

® i and iii® i and ii

1. The heat formed by friction is
® Reversible
® Non reversible
@ Adiabatic
@ Isothermal

2. The variables of thermodynamics
are-
i. Temperature
ii. Volume
iii. Internal Energy
Which is correct?

Time:25Minulc~ FullMarks:25
I N.B. Filllhe circle of the correct allSwer lIIilll a black ball po IIII pCII. Each qultslioll bellrs I mark. J
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23. When is entropy the least?
® Liquid ® Plasma
® Gas @ Solid

24. The path difference between two
. 5 A. Th' hpoints of a wave IS4' eir p ase

difference is-
tr tr

® - ®-2 3
tr tr

®4 @'6
. Sir

N.B: Answer IST.
25. Which has a relationship with the

various types of particles?
i. Photo electric effect
ii. Compton effect
iii.Doppler effect
Which is correct?
® i and ii ® ii and iii
® i and iii @ i, ii and iii

@NOR®NOT

Which logic gate is it?
®AND ® OR

: ) >>--_.,.~= A + B

The declination is-
® 50° ® 60°
® 75° @ 90°

21. The half-life of Radon is 4 days. Its
average life is-
® 5.77 days
® 4.33 days
® 3.77 days
@ 1.77days

22.

Total resistance is-
® 0.05 0 ® 0.200
®5.00 @ 200

18. The triple point of water in
Fahrenheit scale is-
®O°F
® 32°F
® 273° F
@ 273.16° F

19.aThe distance between two charges
in air of~ C and 5 C is infinite. The
functional force is -
® 0.1 d. ® -0.2 d.
® -0.3 d. @ 0 d.

20. In a space, B= 36 tD' and H = 18J.1.T.

13. How were electromagnetic waves
created?
® Stationary charge
® Motion of charge
® Electric charge
@Magnets

14. The transverse of light is found by
® Refraction ® Diffraction
® Polarization@ Reflection

15.a la.m.u=?
® 9.30 x 108 eV
® 9.32 x 108eV
® 9.35 x J08eV
@ 9.38 x JOseY

16. Focus distance of lens with
+SDpower is-
® lOcm ® 20cm
® 30cm @ 40cm

17.
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